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Magnetromapparata

A solid-state magnetic generator was invented by Captain
Hans Coler of Germany and a 10 watt example first shown
in 1925. It involved magnets to generate electricity and
employed a small battery but no other source of input power
other than what he called space energy of Nature's quantum
invisible world.

It was denied patent protection by the German Patent Office
as being a perpetual motion device. For a time it was
ignored, and the records relating to it were buried in hidden
archives, possibly because the scientists who had to pass
judgement could not understand the physical reason why the
invention actually worked.

Later, a 70 Watt prototype was built, and a company formed:
Coler Gmbh. Later a 5 kilowatt devices was built which
allegedly powered Coler's house and laboratory for three
years.

Official interest was shown by heads of the German navy
who felt an investigation was necessary, and an official
report was produced. A highly secret Nazi effort apparently
had the goal of using his invention to recharge submarine
batteries, without the need for the sub to surface. Experts
examined the device and could find no fraud. It was judged
Coler was an honest experimenter, but no expert opinion was
forth coming as to how the unit operated. It was put under
Official Secrecy after its operation had been verified by
Government scientists. (Reference: articles entitled Perpetual
Commotion and Hans Coler on http://magneticpowerinc.com
)

We don't know of anyone who has been able to successfully
replicate this technology into a practical device.
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Official Website
None, as the inventor died long ago, and no one entity is continuing the company work as its legal successor,
that we know of.

How it Works
THE INVENTION OF
HANS COLER,
RELATING TO AN
ALLEGED NEW
SOURCE OF POWER
Part 1

(http://www.geocities.com/CapitolHill/3752/hcoler1.htm)
Part 2 (http://www.geocities.com/CapitolHill/3752/hcoler2.htm)
Part 3 (http://www.geocities.com/CapitolHill/3752/hcoler3.htm)
Hans Coler (http://rimstar.org/sdenergy/coler/index.htm) (Same as above but all in one place.)
Harold Aspden, Lecture 7 The Coler Report - Why it Works
(http://www.energyscience.org.uk/le/le07.htm) - 1997.

The Magnetstromapparat

The Magnetstromapparat consisted of six permanent magnets wound so that the circuit includes the magnet
itself as well as the windings. These six magnet-coils are arranged in a hexagon and connected in a circuit that
includes two small condensers, a switch and a pair of solenoid coils, one sliding inside the other. To operate
the device, the switch is left open, the magnets are moved slightly apart, and the sliding coils set into various
positions. After the appropriate adjustments, at a critical separation of the magnets, an indicator appears on the
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positions. After the appropriate adjustments, at a critical separation of the magnets, an indicator appears on the
voltmeter. The switch is then closed and the adjustments continue. Tension builds to a maximum and should
then remain indefinitely. The greatest tension obtained was stated to be 12 volts.

The Stromerzeuger

The apparatus consists of three principle circuits which are inter-wound and intercoupled (verkoppelt) in a
peculiar way. Some of these are divided again into single subsidiary circuits which evidently have all to be
brought into resonance with one another.

The principle circuits (called the anchor) in which the energy gain probably occurs, consists of metal plates
between which transformer coils are connected, the whole being connected to one large plate coil
(Plattenspule).

On each of the single windings on this is coupled a large flat coil (Flachspule) (called field).

These flat coils are interwoven in two groups, these groups represent the turns of a transformer.

This couples, on one hand on the flat coils of the other group (as secondary coils), and on the other hand on
the anchor-plate coil, which is placed between them.

The third electrically independent circuit (called the directing circuit) (Steuerkreis) regulates this transference.

This basic diagram shows the conditions necessary for self-interruption.

In consequence of this arrangement, different types of current are created in different conductors (pulsed direct
current, alternating current, etc.)

The transformer coils, connected between the anchor plates, are connected in a peculiar way through thin
permanent magnet rods. Their main object seems to be to pre-magnetize the transformer cores, it is, however,
very probable that they are also connected with the Barckhausen effect
(http://www.physics.ucla.edu/demoweb/demomanual/electricity_and_magnetism/magnetostatics/barkhausen_effect.html)
, also shown by JLN Labs (http://jnaudin.free.fr/spgen/barkhausen.htm) .

1. The basic principle is that
an electron is to be regarded
not only as a negatively
charged particle but also as a
South magnetic pole.

The basic element is that of an
open secondary circuit, capacity loaded, inductively coupled to a primary circuit. The novel feature is that the
capacities are connected to the secondary core through permanent magnets, as shown.

It is claimed that, on switching on the primary circuit, "separation of charges" takes place, i.e M1 becomes +
vely charged and M2 - vely charged, and that these charges are "magnetically polorised" when they formed,
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vely charged and M2 - vely charged, and that these charges are "magnetically polorised" when they formed,
owing to the presence of the magnets.

On switching off the primary
circuit a "reversing current"
flows in the secondery, but
the magnets "do not exert a
polarising effect on this
reversal"

2. Two of these basic
elements are now placed
together making a double
system or stage with the
plates close together in parallel planes as shown:

The secondary windings are both exactly equal and wound in a direction such that on switching on the primary
coil the electrons in the secondary coil flow from P1 to P2 and F1 to F2.

It is then stated that system F1 - F2 merely has an inducing effect, and the useful current comes into existence
in the system P1 -P2.

3. A single stage cannot be effective but two stages connected so that the numbers of effective North and
South poles are equal will provide a basic working arrangement.

More double stages can then be added to provide higher outputs.

4. It is then stated that as well as the normal electrons flowing from the battery and induction when the circuit
is opened or closed "space electrons" flow from "repelling spaces" to "attracting spaces" between the plates.

Pictures

Eine unglaubliche Geschichte um Politik, alte Kaiserszeiten und deutsche Fluggeräte von Hans
Coler in Peenemünde (http://www.borderlands.de/net_pdf/NET0707S411.pdf) - This photograph is
reportedly (Robert Nelson)of a successfully Magnetstrom-Apparat replication made by George
Hathaway and presented to the Free Energy Conference in the 80's. The output was only 50mW (fifty
milli watts). -- Mark Snoswell

Videos
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(5.46 Minutes) Steven Mark solid state generator 

This device is a variant and the successor to the "Magnetstromapparat" and the "Stromerzeuger" (=
Magnet Current Apparatus / Electricity Generator; see the Coler Report). It is NOT dependent on earths
magnetic field, can operate everywhere, without fuel and without moving parts. As the magnetic field is
rotating in itself, the power can be increased considerably by increasing the "rotating" frequency and
when we will be able to use superconductors at room temperature. (YouTube
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pvLuQOKOVXQ) ; July 19, 2008)

- - - -

(6.41 Minutes) Hans Coler Experiments 

Hans Coler claims the electron is a south pole. Physics teaches us the electron is a small magnet
containing a north and south pole. Some test on the Hans Coler claim. (YouTube
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qII_gsz-7ec) ; July 06, 2007)

- - - -

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pvLuQOKOVXQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qII_gsz-7ec
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(2.52 Minutes) Hans Coler Experiments 2 
(YouTube (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0qBCHjai7Os) ; July 06, 2007)

History
The "Magnetstromapparat" was developed by Captain Hans Coler and Fritz Von Unruh early in 1933, and they
were later assisted by Franz Haid of Siemens-Schukert, who built himself a model that worked in December
1933. Coler stated that the strength of the magnets did not decrease during use of the apparatus; and suggested
that he was tapping a new sort of energy hitherto unknown. -- "Raumenergie" (Space-Energy).

In 1933 Coler and von Unruh made up a slightly larger model with an output of 70 watts. This was
demonstrated to Dr. F. Modersohn, who obtained from Schumann and Kloss confirmation of their tests in
1926. Modershon then consented to back the invention, and formed a company (Coler G.m.b.h.) to continue
the development.

Modersohn´s connection with Rhein- metall Borsig, and hence with the official Hermann Goering combine
gave him an advantage in this. Coler then in 1937 built for the Company a larger version with an output of six
kilowatts. He claimed it powered his house and laboratory for three years. This led in 1943 to support by the
German Navy. A highly secret Nazi effort apparently had the goal of using his invention to recharge
submarine batteries, without the need for the sub to surface.

Patents
Magnetic Power, Inc.Solid State Electric Generator (http://magneticpowerinc.com/patent.html) - US
2006/0163971 July 27th 2006
Patent application
(http://pesn.com/2006/07/28/9500292_Magnetic_Power_Inc_Patent_Application/MagneticPowerInc-
patentapplication_US_2006_0163971.pdf) .
1939 Germany Hans Coler (http://www.rexresearch.com/coler/de680761.pdf)

Profiles

Inventor: Captain Hans Coler

Coverage
Directories

http://www.hcrs.at/COLER.HTM - Coler Konverter (in German)
Coler Converter English Translation (http://translate.google.com/translate?
u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.hcrs.at%2FCOLER.HTM&hl=en&ie=UTF-8&sl=de&tl=en)
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In the News
Featured: Solid State Generators >

Hans Coler Magnetic Power Apparatus - The "magnetromapparata" was invented in
1933 primarily by Captain Hans Coler of Germany. The device required no apparent
outside power sources to function. It involved magnets to generate electricity without
any source of input power other than the space energy of Nature's quantum invisible
world. (PESWiki; Nov. 2, 2008)

Hans Coler - Why We May Never Have Needed Nuclear Power
(http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/partner/story?id=52006) - A well-supported effort to
follow up the British Report, that concluded the Coler work was real, might have prevented the
launching of the nuclear power industry and its inevitable link to nuclear weapons programs disguised
as power plant development. The current examples are, of course, Iran and North Korea. (Renewable
Energy World; March 28, 2008)

Other Coverage
The Inventions of Captain Hans Coler (http://www.angelfire.com/ak5/energy21/hanscoler.htm)
(Energy21)
The Free Energy Machines of Captain Hans Coler (http://www.angelfire.com/ak5/energy21/coler2.htm)
(Energy21)
Gravitation and Electromagnetic Energy from Curved Space Time
(http://www.cheniere.org/techpapers/emenergy.pdf) - 10-page PDF. (Cheniere.org)
Hans Coler – His remarkable inventions open a path to generating electricity without fossil fuels or
nuclear power (http://www.magneticpowerinc.com/6kwGenerator.html) (MagneticPowerInc.com)
Overunity Forum (http://www.overunity.com/index.php?topic=4022.0;topicseen) (Overunity.com)
Rex Research Hans Coler (http://www.rexresearch.com/coler/colerb.htm) (RexResearch.com)
ZP Energy - Hans Coler – His remarkable inventions open a path to generating electricity without fossil
fuels or nuclear power (http://www.zpenergy.com/modules.php?name=News&file=article&sid=2828)
(ZPEnergy.com)
Robert A. Nelson's Report
(http://www.zamandayolculuk.com/cetinbal/HTMLdosya1/HansColerFreeEnergy.htm) - Han's Coler's
"Free Energy" Generators - 1999
Patrick J Kelley - Motionless Pulsed Systems Chapter 3 Free Energy Systems (http://www.free-energy-
info.co.uk/Chapter3.pdf) (Free-Energy-Info.co.uk)
Patrick J Kelley - Passive Systems Chapter 9 Free Energy Systems (http://www.free-energy-
info.co.uk/Chapter9.pdf) (Free-Energy-Info.co.uk)
Zero Point Energy (http://thefraserdomain.typepad.com/energy/2005/06/zero_point_ener.html)
Magnetic Power - Perpetual Commotion (http://www.magneticpowerinc.com/perpetual.html) - Updated
Sept. 2008. (MagneticPowerInc.com)
The inventions of captain hans coler (http://blog.360.yahoo.com/blog-
ooVnzrU3eqXHKSdB2TQ.j3cMn.tCeQ--?cq=1&p=4886) (Yahoo 360)

Comments
See Discussion page
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    "When you're one step ahead of the crowd you're a genius.
When you're two steps ahead, you're a crackpot."
            -- Rabbi Shlomo Riskin (Feb. 1998) 
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